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According to a news report, a certain private school in Washington was
recently faced with a unique problem. A number of 12-year-old girls were
beginning to use lipstick and would put it on in the bathroom. That was
fine, but after they put on their lipstick, they would press their lips to the
mirror leaving dozens of little lip prints.
Every night the maintenance man would remove them, and the next day
the girls would put them back.
Finally the principal decided that something had to be done... She called
all the girls to the bathroom and met them there with the maintenance
man. She explained that all these lip prints were causing a major problem for the custodian who had to clean the mirrors every night (you can
just imagine the yawns from the little princesses).
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To demonstrate how difficult it had been to clean the mirrors, she asked
the maintenance man to show the girls how much effort was required.
He took out a long-handled squeegee, dipped it in the toilet, and cleaned
the mirror with it. Since then, there have been no lip prints on the mirror.
There are teachers...and then there are educators.
www.ToolandDieZie.com
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Tool & Die Magazine is a publication meant to provide recognition to many of the great bands of today that perform week after week in live venues and
do not get the attention or publicity they deserve.
Tool & Die Magazine’s intent is to cover the many areas of our Rock-n-Roll culture, from the music, bands and fans, to the motorsports, including street
machines, dirt sports, and the people who build, drive, race and show them.
Artists, food, drinks, humor and beautiful women are a part of the Rock-n-Roll culture and all will be included in Tool & Die Magazine.
Who, until now, has had the balls to show this lifestyle to everyone else?
Tool & Die Magazine!!!
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We recently had van problems
in Worcester, MA. We were trying
to give it a quick ﬁx in a parking lot
in order to get it working enough to
make the hour drive to a friend’s
garage in Boston. We kept going
in and out of the Auto Zone across
the street from our motel to buy the
tools we needed to make this quick
ﬁx. This old blues man named Andrew that worked behind the counter in the parts store kept making
small talk with us about music every time we went in. I was honestly
and now a bit ashamed, that his
small talk about him being a bass
player was very irritating to me, as
I just wanted to buy the tools to ﬁx
the van and get out of town.

His shift had ended while
we were still working on it, so
he drove across the street to
the motel to help us out. He
spent about two hours helping
us in the cold and made the
repairs much safer for our journey. All of this was out of the
kindness of his heart, since he
didn’t gain anything more than
our latest CD and repeated
thanks from us. As much as
you think the world runs on
selﬁshness and greed, there
are those out there that will
help a stranger, and want to
see others be safe. We all got
in the van and said, “He was
like the ‘Jesus’ on the Massa-

because we had changed so many
tires by then that even Kris Wiechmann could change a tire if he had
to. But the problem this time was
that our spare was barely holding
any air with the weight of our overly
packed trailer. No biggy…unhook
the trailer and head to the nearest
Walmart.

chusetts Turnpike”. You may
be asking “What the hell does
that mean?”

“The trailer is not coming off”.
For some reason one of the chains
had somehow got wrapped in to a
knot and no prying, hammering,
or use of muscle was getting this
chain untangled. Everyone gave it
a shot, and it wasn’t budging. The
Kentucky heat was becoming unbearable under the afternoon sun
and we hadn’t taken any waters
from the last gig’s dressing room.
Everyone was irritable, sweaty and

Jesus’ ﬁrst coming was
back in the summer of 2002
while BNS was on the Fu Manchu tour. We were headed
down a highway in the state
of Kentucky trying to haul ass
to make our way to Nashville.
We got a ﬂat tire on the van,
which wasn’t a big deal to us
www.ToolandDieZie.com

this skinny dude with long hair
who kind of looked like a red
neck hippy. He came walking
the distance toward us with his
hands full of as many
bottles of drinks he
could carry with two
hands. We all started
hootin’ and yellin’ “Hell
yeah dude!” as he made his
way.

y Highway
getting close to sick from lack of
ﬂuids. The last thing on our minds
was the fact that we could miss that
night’s Nashville gig if we don’t get
this thing apart and the tire ﬁxed…
and soon.

less than minute the chain was
off. We have no idea how he
did it.
A couple guys race to the
van and headed down the
road. We gave this stranger
some CDs and a shirt and
thanked him over and over. He
told us good luck with the band

The rest of the evening wasn’t
so amazing. We hurried to get
the new tire on and hauled ass to
Nashville. “Dude, Nashville, we
have to make it to Nashville!” Well
old Nashville - that night anyway
- wasn’t so friendly to us and the
show was deﬁnitely the worst show
on the tour. And I remember that
vividly because the ﬁfty or so people that were there were all sitting
down with expressions like they
were stuck at school detention,
this after the six of us were pouring
out every drop of blood, sweat and
tears to entertain these dead beats.
I can’t remember exactly what our
singer Joe said to them sometime
into the set, but it was something
to the effect of ‘DO I NEED TO
COME DOWN THERE AND KICK
ALL OF YOUR ASSES?!!’, and no
one’s face changed expression...
AT ALL! We all looked at each other on stage and laughed with utter
amazement.
It was a very anti-climatic end
of the very day that we thought that
we met Jesus, in trucker form, on
the Kentucky Highway. It was all
good though, you can’t win over
every crowd and we lived to play
many more shows. You got to take
the good with the bad and realize
that there are some good souls out
there that may save your ass some
day. So be careful who you take a
dump on in your day to day routine.
That person may just drive on by
when you need him or her most.
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Along in the distance comes an
eighteen wheeler creeping up on
the shoulder in the wavy view of
the highway heat. The semi came
to a stop at a pretty far distance,
and the ﬁrst image in your mind is
of the stereotypical fat trucker trying to dangle out of the driver side
door. But instead it was actually

“What’s
the
problems
guys?” he asked. We all pointed and explained the chain
situation. While most of us
are scrambling for the drinks,
this little trucker is getting on
his back to give his attempt to
untangle the rusty chain. Off
it came in an instant. Literally

and walked the distance back to
his semi, rolled slowly by and blew
his truck horn while we cheered his
departure. Those of us left there at
the trailer sat drinkin’ and all agreed
“that was Jesus dude…Jesus on
the Kentucky Highway.”

www.ToolandDieZie.com

Part Lamb Of God, with a dash of Breaking Benjamin and a smattering of Tool, Torment the Vein
starring Brad Baker (guitar/vocals), Pete Bingle
(guitar/vocals), Doug Rice (bass/vocals) and Fred
Akasha (drums), puts forth a Modern Alternative
Metal tsunami of sound that is big enough to ﬁll a
stadium and intimate enough to break more than a
few hearts in the process.

To ﬁnd out more about the band go to www.myspace.com/
tormentthevein or www.tormentthevein.com and get a free
listen. I promise you’ll be hooked.

I was privileged enough to be passed a sampling
of impressively, and expertly crafted tracks from
their upcoming release Desperate Times…, recorded, produced and mastered by Derek Yackel
and TTV at the increasingly brilliant SubCat
Studios. TTV has been through a lot in the past
5 years and it shows in the versatility, passion
and tenacity exhibited on this album. If a band
ﬁnds ONE vocalist with pipes like AJ Cole’s (the
former lead singer and co-founder) they are very
lucky, indeed. This band managed, through great
adversity, to bring together three more. This album interweaves just enough metal growl to keep
the attention of the Metal Masses with intoxicating harmonies over a solid and engaging drum
groove. “Follow” with guest vocalist Ron Simser, from the Northern NY band Tyrade, builds
quickly into a towering example of the strength of
their sound that I couldn’t help but stand up and
groove to while I was listening. They grabbed
guest vocalist Matt Caustic (Quick trivia question: What CNY band does he front? HA!) and
more crushing guitar riffs than a person can stand
up to for “Dependent”. “Aliena”, sung by AJ, is
a heart-rending cry for the loss of love that everyone can relate to. More delicious harmonies
and captivating rhythms drench “Alive Again”,
with guest vocalist Jon Lamanna from Cry to the
Blind, in waves of passion punctuated with bouts
of pointed intensity. And lastly, “Perfect”, also
sung by AJ, shows the raw intimacy this band is
becoming known for.

Watch for a full interview with the band in our next
issue.

They are scheduled to unleash the fury of this,
their latest masterpiece, on the world at their upcoming CD release party, March 12, 2010 at the
Hotel Adams in Adams, NY.
www.ToolandDieZie.com

by Gigi Gautier
gigigautier@rocketmail.com
Send us your CD!

CD RELEASE PARTY March 12th
Hotel Adams, 4 West Church Street, Adams, NY
The celebration and long overdue release
of the EP, Desperate Times...
Featuring Caustic, Cry to the Blind and
New Animal. There will be a rafﬂe for a
guitar signed by all bands performing that
night. . . . . NO COVER!!!

Picture obtained from TTV.
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Gigi’s CD Reviews
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Picture obtained from Stone Soul Foundation..
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SAM: What do you think are the most important
elements of your music?
Shawn: Blues is a huge inﬂuence with our music. It’s a lot more loose and has a dynamic, compared to a majority of heavier bands.
Shane: I think we’re really lucky that the 5 of us
could stay together and kind of meld as 5 different guys from 5 different backgrounds.
Doug: I think it’s the diversity of what we like. The
[combined] styles of music are what create what
you hear. It’s all the diversity in the music that we
bring to the table that blends into what we are.
Dan:
Collective inﬂuences of each one of us
that creates the sound.
Jeff: Blues, wicked hard rock, heavy grooves,
juicy melodies, soulful vocals and ﬂavor crystals.
Shane: One thing that does set us apart is that we
have a kick ass singer that most bands are really
lacking these days. People who can sing are few
and far between.
SAM: With all those different styles that all of you
bring to the table, what is the creative process
that makes those compelling riffs and lyrics come
together?
Doug: There isn’t one.
Dan: Sometimes Jeff might come up with a riff,
sometimes I might come with a riff. Sometimes we
might create and be off the cuff in the studio and
develop it into collectively what ever it is we are
trying to achieve.
Jeff: We’ve had Shane or Shawn hum melodies. Usually someone in the band creates something and we come together and mold it.
Shane: Like a piece of clay. First you start as a
glob and then you get all into it and it turns into a
sound.
SAM: As a band who has been around for 7 years.
What do you think is most detrimental to up and
coming musicians trying to make it in the modern
music industry?
Dan: Lack of originality
Doug: To be able to get 5 guys to get along for any
extended period of time is a big part of that. It’s
one thing for everybody to have a common goal,
“We wanna start a band and rock the World”.
You get out there, get together in your studio, you
might ﬁnd out you don’t even like each other let
alone what you guys are doing. Which is a testament to what we are doing and that we kinda like
each other. This is 4 wives right here.
SAM: But there are 5 of you…
Doug: Yes, well I am the husband.
Shane: I call them bitches.
Shane: I think young people are detrimental to
themselves. There are kids that have talent but
they don’t want to put the time into doing something. They would rather play guitar hero than
play a real guitar.
Jeff: You have to get off your couch. Outta
your ProTools make-shift studio and do some

shows.
SAM: There are so many bands that
do not ﬁt that cookie cutter version of
what each genre should be, which is
marketed on the radio. Do you believe it is harder for these bands to succeed, than it is for a band that does ﬁt
the mold the music industry expects?
Shawn: The music industry is loosing
their say more and more everyday.
What’s gonna happen is originality is
going to trump the formula.
Doug: Live music is going to take over
recording CD’s and all that other shit.
You can buy a CD now, put it on the
internet and the whole world has it.
Selling CD’s isn’t it anymore. It’s live
performances and what the audience takes away from that performance. That is where the world is going with the music industry.
Shane: After spending this amount
of time together you learn that writing the songs is only about 20% of the
equation.
Sam: You guys haven’t been playing
that many shows lately. What can we
expect from SSF in the future?
Doug: Hugeness!
Jeff: We’ve been recording the
new CD, due out this spring or early
summer.
Shawn: This is deﬁnitely, I think, better than the last record, which I think
everybody can agree.
We have
Jocko, Jason Randall working with us.

We have Alex Perialas. We have two
great producers that are helping with
this record. I think this is going to propel us to a different level, there’s no
other way. Our writing is getting better and our performances are getting
better. We are going to be promoting
this record all summer long, into the
next record.
SAM: What is each of your individual
most important inﬂuences?
Shawn: Metallica, Ozzy even Paul
Rodgers and the old Blues singers and
R&B singers from the 60’s and 70’s.
One of my
favorite R&B
singers would
be David Rufﬁn from the
Temptations.
Paul Rodgers
would have
to be my
all time favorite Rock
singer. Who
can argue
with 80’s era
James Hetﬁeld? That was what made
me decide I wanted to be in a band.
Metallica and just listening to their records.
Shane: I was raised in a situation
where I listened to my uncle play music, my mom sing and my grandpa
play harmonica all the time. That’s
what inspired me to play music. Keith
Moon I think is sick as f*ck. I love his
expressions on his face when he plays

and his craziness. Larry Mullen from
U2, he’s just a stone on stage. It’s not
ﬂashy and crazy it’s just a hard-working guy keeping the group on track.
Doug: For me it was deﬁnitely 80’s
rock. The reason is, everything was
so huge. It was exciting to see bands
were doing anything to be in excess.
You can say Gene Simmons from Kiss
and you can say Cliff Burton from Metallica. The 80’s metal, and I don’t
wanna say the cock rock ‘cause it
wasn’t really the cock rock bands.
The 80’s metal everybody had to do
something, it had to be bigger than
the last band. It always had to be
one up. It was a huge event when you
went and saw those bands. Like Iron
Maiden, Judas Priest, Kiss and whoever. They brought big stuff to the table,
man. That’s what made me wanna
play rock. Man, these guys are
having

The music ind
u
s
loosing their s try is
a
and more ever y more
yday.

a ball all the time.
Look at ‘em, they are always having
fun.
Dan: I guess the easiest way to put
it is from the posters on my walls when
I ﬁ rst started playing guitar. Tony Lommi, Randy Rhoads, Dimebag, James
and Kirk, Jimmy Hendrix; you could
go on and on. I guess those are the
core…Allman Brothers and things like
that, were the core of
my inﬂuence as a guitar
player.
Jeff:
The very ﬁ rst
band I got into was Metallica. They really hit
home and made me
want to do what they
were doing. I was kinda
at the end of the ‘80’s
hay-day. I started getting into a lot of Ratt and
Poison. As I progressed
I got into a lot of Blues
and Classic Rock and
heavier stuff like Cannibal Corpse, Sepultura
and things like that. As a
young boy it was Metallica. Metallica and shots
of Jim Beam!
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JAGFEST
JAGFEST is an event that
brings forty to ﬁfty performing artists from differing genres together under
one roof to entertain an all
age’s crowd all day. JAGFEST will be held this year
on Saturday April 3rd at
The Artist Development
Complex, 18 Mill Street, in
Southbridge, MA. This is an
annual event organized by
Dirtnap Entertainment, who
has been known for doing
a great deal of managing, booking, and promotion of bands and artists in
the greater Worcester, MA
area.
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But there is more behind
JAGFEST than just music
and entertainment. I spoke
recently with Craig Gaumond, the Co-Founder
and President of Dirtnap, to
learn more about JAGFEST
and the many purposes for
this growing festival.
“The reason for JAGFEST
was more than just putting
on another fest. It was trying to make a positive out of
a negative”, says Craig. In
January 2004, Craig’s brother, Jason Allen Gaumond,
died at the age of 31 while
hiking Mount Washington
in New Hampshire. Jason
was a fan of extreme sports
and an outdoorsman who
loved hiking. He knew the
risks that come with hiking
and was very educated
about the area he was exploring. Unfortunately, the
www.ToolandDieZie.com

weather conditions turned
dire in an instant when he
was hiking Mount Washington by himself at an elevation of 1400’. Three days
had gone by, and when
friends and family hadn’t
heard from him, they knew
something was wrong. The
Mount Washington Search
and Rescue team found his
body where he had told
friends he was going.

Artist Development Complex. What was once a music venue with one stage
and one studio has grown
into a concert hall with three
stages: one room with a 150
person capacity, one with
a 250 capacity, and the
third room with a capacity of 800. These stages run
simultaneously throughout
the day, so there is never a
dull moment during the all
day event. This expansion
Since Jason was a musi- has helped keep the growcian and fan of music, his ing festival in its original lofamily wanted to put on a cation.
show in his memory. The
Jason Allen Gaumond MeAs a day designed
morial concert was held in around performing artist,
April of the same year, and it’s not just a festival for rock
it sold out. It was held at the and metal bands, but there
ADC/Mill Street Brews where are hip hop artists, acoustic
there were four acoustic artists, “carnie acts”, and
acts in the Mill Street Blues many more diverse forms of
Café Stage and four rock entertainment. There are
bands in the Internet Broad- also vendors selling food,
casting Studio Stage. Since apparel, and other crafts.
the concert did so well, the “Since it’s a fest, we really
family reﬂected at the bitter strive to keep to that word
sweet success and agreed festival. So there is always
to hold a J.A.G. Fest in Ja- something there for people
son’s memory every year, of all ages to enjoy”, Craig
giving the proﬁts to chari- explains.
ties in Jason’s honor. CurFor more info on JAGrently, the proceeds are
FEST
- tickets/admission, displit three ways going to
the Jason Allen Gaumond rections, entertainers; as
College Fund, The Angel of well as info on the charities
Hope Foundation (http:// JAGFEST works to support,
w w w.t h e a n g e l o f h o p e. go to: www.myspace.com/
org/), and PPRA (Precious JAGFEST
Pugs Rescue & Adoption
Stop out to support JAGhttp://www.ppra.org/).
FEST and visit Tool & Die
Since then the Festival Zine at our Table!
has grown and so has The
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Metal Progression
By

Will Kehoe

“Understanding the
Fretboard”
Ok, for this installment of MP we’re going to address the most fundamental aspect
of guitar playing: knowing where the notes are on the fretboard.
The first step is to become familiar with the Western Tonal System, shown in Figure 1. Pretty much anything you hear on the radio in the U.S. or Western Europe
is composed using these 12 notes. To become a good player, you have to memorize
these in order.
Fig.1 - The 12 notes of the Western Tonal System
A A# B C C# D D# E F F#

G

G#

In between A and B, you’ll notice the note A#. This means A SHARP. Now, you can
also call this note Bb, which means B FLAT. It doesn’t really matter which name you
call it, just remember it is the note BETWEEN A and B.
Now look at the note between F and G. You can call this note F# (sharp). Or you
could call this note Gb (flat).
F# and Gb are two different names for the SAME note. It is the only note between
F and G.
Figure 2 shows the natural notes on the guitar fretboard.

Picture obtained from Will.

Fig. 2 - Natural notes on the fretboard (the blank spaces are for sharps/flats)
Fret
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
E
F
G
A
B C
D
E
B
C
D
E F
G
A
B
G
A
B C
D
E F
G
D
E F
G
A
B C
D
A
B C
D
E F
G
A
E string
F
G
A
B C
D
E
After the 12th fret, the pattern repeats! So the 13th fret on the low E string would be F (the same as the 1st fret). Easy right?
Now take the quiz below to see if you really understand where the notes are on the fretboard. Use Fig. 2 to determine the answers.

QUIZ
1.
2.
3.
4.

What note is at the 4th fret on the low E string?
Where is F SHARP on the B string?
What note is at the 13th fret on the A string?
Where on the fretboard can you find the note C FLAT?

ANSWERS
Tool & Die page 12

1. G# (can also be written as Ab)
2. 7th fret
3. A# (can also be written as Bb)
4. There is no C FLAT. Because there is nothing between B and C.
Technically, C FLAT could be another name for B, in the sense that FLAT just means a half step down from C.
But most likely the composer is not going to call it C FLAT. It’s a lot simpler to just call it B!
www.ToolandDieZie.com

Be sure to tell our Advertisers that you saw them in Tool & Die Zine!
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Into-The-Pit
By

What’s your name?
My name is Jeff Nestor. I’m 47
years old, married with no children.
What type of racing where you
involved in?
I was racing in the super stock
division.
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What kind of car was it that you
raced?
My race car was a 1985 Monte Carlo SS, 350cu engine, I
used 273 rear gears and ran the
TH400 tranny in second gear.
How did you get in to it?
I have always been a race fan,
and always wanted to try my
hand at it.
A few years ago my father and I
drove in the Richard Petty Driving Experience at Daytona International Speedway. What an
awesome experience. Absolutely the coolest thing I have ever
done. When I got out of the car
that day I knew I had to try oval
track racing.
So I started spending time at my
local oval track. I asked questions and got to know a few of
the locals. After watching the
races I decided the Super stock
was the division I wanted to try.
The cars were relatively affordable, but were still real race cars,
not just stripped down junkers.
I started asking if anyone knew
of a decent race car that was for
sale, found one, bought it and
went to the track to practice and
learn how to drive and how to
set the car’s suspension up for
the banked oval track.

www.ToolandDieZie.com

Included in the purchase was:
• 1 race ready car - 85
Monte Carlo SS- 355ci
• 1 85 Monte Carlo SS
rolling chassis- car with no
motor or tranny
• 1 front end clip 85
Monte Carlo SS
• 2 extra roll cages
• 1 spare complete engine
355ci 4-bolt main
• 5 sets of 5 -race tires
• 1 extra HEI system

•

cell

•
•
•

1 extra 20 gallon fuel

1 tire changer
24ft open trailer
1 RCI full face helmet it fits!
• 1 pair fire gloves- they
fit!

•
•

Chuck

1 fire suit- it doesn’t fit!
1 pr fire shoes- they fit!

How long were you involved in
racing?
I drove the track in practice heats
for about 8 weeks and I felt like
I was ready to try the real thing.
I raced in a total of 7 races.
What tracks did you race on?
I spent all my time at the Orlando Speedworld 3/8 mile oval
track in Orlando, Florida.

Did you finance racing yourself
or have sponsorships?
I was a total newbie and footed
the entire bill for my racing. I
would have loved to have had
sponsorship, but that comes in
time.
How much money would you
say would go into one race?

What stopped you from racing?
I finally got out of racing because of the cost and the time
it required fixing and preparing
the car. Crazy hours are spent
under the hood and on sheet
metal work.

What was your inspiration for
wanting to race?
I remember going to see my uncle race when I was very young,
the sounds of the cars, the PA
system and the smell of race fuel
made a permanent mark on me.

I’d say those memories were my
inspiration for racing. I’m glad
that I tried racing, now I can say
I did it.
Do you think you’ll ever get
back in to it?
I’d love to return to a division
of racing that is competitive YET
affordable, but even go-carts
take a lot of time [and money] if
you want to be good.
We hear you had a “big crash”.
If there is one song that reminds
you of your crash, what would
it be?
My final wreck, which ended

my short career by destroying
my car, was quite a ride.
I was passing a car on the outside,
when he slid up and tapped me
in the front quarter panel, spinning me to the right. Then another car T-boned me and rolled
me over. Another car came by

and hit me as I was upside down
and spun me like a top. I had no
idea which was up. The sound of
screeching tires, crunching sheet
metal and steel sliding across the
track was incredible. If I had to
pick one song that reminds me
of those moments of confused
chaos it would be “Sabotage” by
the Beastie Boys
Do you have any advice for
younger racers getting involved?
If there’s anyone that loves motor sports of any kind, first off,
go support your local track.
Hometown tracks are disappearing left and right, being sold to
build shopping malls and housing developments. The tracks

need you. If you want to be a
racer, you need the track.
Other than that, man if you’ve
got a dream, figure out a way
to make it happen. It may take
years for it to become reality, but
there is no better reward than
making a dream come true.
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You could run a single race for
next to nothing, as long as you
stayed off the wall and out of
other people fenders. The initial
investment was about $10,000.
That’s including car, fire suit,
trailer, spare parts, tools and
misc. I think I got into racing at
a fairly good price.
The biggest expense was probably tires, they run $1600 a set,
but on a new set you can get
several 30 lap feature races. But
there are always flats and wrecks
to rip a tire open.
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Chuck Interviews
Elephant Mountain
T&D - Joe, what is the ﬁrst thing that
comes to your mind when I say the
words…Elephant Mountain?

Joe Altier - BIG…like our fucking

band. [laughs] I think pound for
pound, it’s the biggest band I’ve
ever been in. I thought we were
fat asses in Brand New Sin, but
fuckin’-A dude. But that’s cool I
think. I hated the name at ﬁrst, to
be quite honest with you. I fought
it and fought it but as time went on
I realized that it’s a bad ass name.
It ﬁts the sound where we’re taking
it.
T&D - When did the band begin
and how did it start?
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Joe - I think it was literally right
after New Year’s 2009. At that
point I was ready…ready to be in a
band again. Slider and I were talking about working together on my
solo record. He and I got together
to work on some material. But one
night John, now our other guitar
player, brought us up to his practice room above the bar that his
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family owns and told us he thought
he, Slider and I should get his former drummer Luke together, ﬁnd a
bass player and start jamming. So
we walked in the room just looking
at each other not knowing what
we were going to do or what it
was going to sound like. So I said,
“Slider…give me a riff”. That night
we wrote two songs and here we
are knee deep in recording and
getting ready for our ﬁrst show.
T&D - So you guys are recording?
How many tracks are you guys
looking to do?

Joe - We got seven we’re doing
and an acoustic song that Slider
wrote back in the BNS days called
“Heavens Bleed” that we are
re-working, so all together eight
tracks. We’ve done the drums already at Jocko’s studio. Then we
are going to do the guitars up in
our practice room. John has it all
set up with ProTools and all the
gear we need at our disposal.
And we aren’t under anyone’s gun

to be rushed. Then I’ll go back to
Jocko’s to record the vocal tracks.
T&D - Who are the other guys in
the band? Where do they come
from?

Joe - John and Luke have been
playing together in Mike Powel’s
band. Luke was also in a band
called Ted Edison which was a
progressive band from around
Syracuse. Dave, our bass player,
contacted Slider about wanting
to join Slider’s other band Ledyard
originally, but it didn’t work out. He
was in bands from around the Cortland/Ithaca, NY area. He was in
a band called Ten Man Push. He
is our secret weapon because he
comes from outside of the Syracuse ‘bands and relationships’
circles.
T&D - Most fans of you and Slider
know that you both have very diverse musical tastes, but what inﬂuences the sound of this band’s
songwriting?

Joe - With
this project we
really purposely tried to not
sound like BNS.
It would have
been very easy
for us, me with
my vocals and
slider with his
guitar playing
and songwriting, to sound
like old BNS
songs.
We
didn’t
want
that after all
of these years.
Slider and I
have a good
kinship around
bands like KISS
and Bad Company. The ﬁrst
two songs we
wrote as Elephant Mountain are now

T&D - Most importantly
to end, I heard you have
a Quad. Spring is on its
way. Tell us about it!

Joe - [laughs] I got a
2010 Can Am Outlander
400. I wanted a toy and I
ﬁnally got it. I missed riding so I bought the best
thing on the market. Not
anything better than
the Can Ams. They are
KING DADDY! My buddy
bought a 500, but I ﬁgured I’d break my damn
neck, so I stuck with the
400. I have a trail permit
so I take it up to Boonville
and Lowville to ride the
state trails. I bought a
trailer for it too, so if I take
“Just Joe” out on the
road, I can just pull over
in some state, ﬁnd some
trails and go rippin’!

ed from Jeff

T..

Meet Jeff Tortora ~ Syracuse Native
from the infamous Blue Man Group ~ More
about Jeff in the next T&D issue.

Picture obtain

on the back burner. It
wasn’t until the third
song into it where we ﬁ nally thought we found
it. There is no fence riding in this band. I know
that you’ve said that
with BNS it was “Are we
a heavy metal band or a
rock band?” This band is
a rock-n-roll band to the
Tee. I think it sounds most
comparable to Government Mule on steroids.
We’ve also talked about
expanding the band…
adding a B3 or even another guitar player. If it
takes six, seven or even
eight members, so be
it. Make it big like the
name. But it remains to
be seen.

Belgium
On tour in
lueman
with the B
-->
Group ----

Editor’s note:
See Elephant Mountain’s 1st show April 10th
at The Lost Horizon!
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Music
Mission
for the

.org

Joshua Grosvent
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y
Peter Stanle

February 19th, 2010, marked the
date of the 1st “Music for the
Mission” benefit for the Syracuse
Rescue Mission. Now the event
was not the typical Tool & Diehard-rockin’ type of event, so

why talk about it in Tool
& Die? Because not only
was it an opportunity for
musicians and fans to enjoy
a great show, and it is a
needed and worthy cause,
but because there is already
talk of doing it again over
the summer. Maybe even
an outdoor event, bigger,
and most importantly, be-

with a “somewhattoned-down” version
of their original rock,
followed by Jason
Bean, who is well
known for his singersongwriter performances. Then we
were treated to three
national acts which
consisted of:
Chris Trapper, singersongwriter and member of the alternative
rock trio The Push
Stars. Chris has his
music on ABC’s All
My Children, ER,
Devil Wears Prada,
and the movie August
Rush.
Butterfly Boucher,
whose music is heard
on Grey’s Anatomy,
has toured with Barenaked Ladies and
Sara McLaughlin and
performs a duet with
cause it’s an opportunity to
be involved in helping others David Bowie on the
Shrek 2 Soundtrack.
within our community.
Greg Laswell closed
Organized by the Rescue
Mission and the Stanley Law out the evening. His
music can be heard
Offices, it was held in the
Crouse Hinds Theater in the on Grey’s Anatomy,
Syracuse Civic Center. It was True Blood, The Hills,
touted as an acoustical night, 90210 and Smallville.
featuring mostly singersongwriters performing on
a stage setup with a couch,
chair, end table and lamp.
It reminded me of a set for
a TV talk show, someplace
where Dr Phil would enjoy
hanging-out and psychoanalyzing us all…boy would
he have his work cut out for
him!
The show was emceed by
comedian Joshua Grosvent.
The musical line-up included
both local and national performers. Local acts included
a short opening set from
Joe Stanley’s son Peter, then
Syracuse rockers Augustine,

Augustine
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But

(on

tterﬂy and Renee

Jason Bean

ne of the Organizers)

Greg
Laswell

Check out the website www.MusicfortheMission.
org and drop us a line if you want to help in any
way with future Music for the Mission shows.

(one of the Organizers)
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Pictures by Dave (www.Dave-E.com), Renee and others.

Chris Trapper and Cristy
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Band LOGO A ds ~ $5

per issue

Get your band’s logo in the Tool & Die Zine!
We’ll put in a business card equivilant size logo with a click-able link to your band’s web site or other web page.
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ALL bands welcome, any music style!
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Childhood‛s End

Jimmie in 2007
(above)

Ten Man Push
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What
Happened
Last Night?

(Tales From the Morning After)

Written By

Bone

I was trying to think of a different yet familiar angle to incorporate into a new write-up for T&D. Out of nowhere, it dawned on me –
what do I do every time I hang with friends or go to a bar to see one of my buddies play? I talk road stories. There is nothing more I
enjoy than sharing, and listening to band stories with friends in the same line of work. This will be a short ‘ feeler’ type article - getting
the dogs wet, throwing a little fecal against the wall, etc. I know that between all my friends and casual acquaintances – we’ll never
run out of stories.
I’ll contribute from time to time, but I would rather focus on others in and around the Salt City to weave their tales of woe, victory, or
embarrassment. Your brush with greatness, laugh your ass off booze soaked debauchery, road trips/gigs gone wrong, or bar owners
gone bad. Anyone who has been in or around bands for any length of time has a million of these epic tales. There are no rules except
the stories have to be told in a tasteful way. They could be as short as a few lines, or a paragraph or more. Share your proudest moment or exploit your shame, and we will be glad to promote your website.
I’ll get the ball rolling with 2 yarns.

t of the year
~Spinal Tap momen
SA~
starring THUNDERO
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T

his was near the end of a great
5 year run for Bubba-n-crew, it had
to have been the end of 2004-early
2005. The bar was The Half Penny
Pub, in beautiful downtown Syracuse, N.Y. Saturday night, and I’m
feeling the false security of many
draft beers and very little else. I
LOVED Bubba, Dix E., Dirk and The
Reverend - Thunderosa never got
the respect they deserved. They
worked as hard, if not harder than
any band in Syracuse. They put on
a ragin’ kick ass show, whether it
was for 10 people or 500. I always
got my rock fix after the 3 Jacks and
1 Jill cranked out their Northeast
brand of southern-fried, salsa-chuggin’, PBR-swillin’, ‘kick your ass and
steal your girl’ rock and roll. Fresh
beer in my hand, and a warm buzz
in my head, the lights go off. I always loved the ‘big bang’ approach
to starting a rock show. The anticipation...the build...wait for it......wait
for it...GOMUTHAF*CKERGO!
www.ToolandDieZie.com

Thunderosa had
their own colored
flood and stage
lights, strobes and
fog. The build
began, and when
Alvah counted to
four, it was off to
the races. This
particular night
when the band
came in after the
4 count, the flood
lights and fog were triggered by
The Rev. and A.J. simultaneously.
It was very effective, and a great
way to start the show. It soon
became apparent that something
was wrong. Anyone that has been
to the Penny knows the backroom
is not a huge area, so the fog came
and went in small doses, except
this time. It kept going and going and going. The fog was being dispensed during the whole
first song, and into the second. It

Manslaughter
quickly filled up the whole backroom and started wafting up into
the front bar area. Giving credit
where credit is due, the band forged
on with their opening barrage - fog
be damned. After two minutes the
band became less and less visible,
to the point where you couldn’t
see them even if you were right up
front. I couldn’t see my buddy who
was standing right next to me. The

4 locals playing as well, it was a
matinee show, and we were told
we would be playing first or second. Great…we get the gig out
of the way, have the rest of the
day to drink and wait for Sacred
Death to play. We had rented a
van, and had a few friends ‘roadie’ for us and our girlfriends were
there as well. They followed us
in a separate car. The men were
in the van with the beer coolers
and our singer Mike had brought
a mini TV to watch football until
we played. When we arrive, we
are told that instead of playing at
3pm, we were going to
be playing after Sacred
Death, and in the last spot
r
e
rev
fo
s
e
g
id
r
b
g
in
n
- approx 10-10:30. We
r
~Bu
were not thrilled with
starring
this turn of events, but
~
R
figured we had enough
E
T
MANNSLAUGH
beer in the van to kill if
we were bored...and we
were...bored. Mike stayed in the
van with his girl and Brian, Scott
and I drank all day, non-stop like
ack in the “salad days Vikings. We started running out
of my yoof”, my band of beer (we wanted to save some
Mannslaughter would venture for the ride home) so we started
out of Syracuse and play the drinking at the bar, shots and all.
‘Thruway/81 circuit’ - Buffalo, Unbeknownst to us, Mike was
Albany, Rome, etc. This story trying to be responsible and nurse
takes place in a bar named his brew, but not us. We were ar‘The Strand’ in Watertown, rogant kids who thought that we
N.Y. It was a Sunday morning were invincible, and we prided
in the fall of ’89, and we were ourselves on our ability to hold
invited to play a show with our our own with any and all comers.
metal brothers Sacred Death. I don’t think it’s a stretch to say
There were going to be 3 or
longer it went on the funnier it
was. You could hear the mics
picking up random voices from
the stage “WTF!? Turn the f*ing
thing off!” The most amazing
thing was that the band didn’t
miss a note - they were tight and
professional. I don’t know how
they could see their fret boards,
but somehow they kept it together. I (and everyone in the
place) was pissin’ myself from
laughing so hard. They had to
open the side doors for awhile
to air the place out. Funniest Tap
moment ever.

Feel free to email me with your contributions at JohnnyRamone1234@yahoo.com.

Thunderosa
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Pictures obtained from Bone and the Web.

B

that we were just as proud of our
tolerance for alcohol as we were
proud of the band. It was all one
in the same - to us, it was walkin’
the walk. Well when the time came
to play, we each grabbed 2 more
cold ones for the stage, set up in 5
minutes (I think we forgot to tune
up), and went for it. First song was
bad, the second was worse, and by
the third the crowd started to turn
on us - heckling and booing. Mike
being the only one with his wits
about him began to turn on the
band as well. Brian was doing the
drunk sway, and almost fell over a
couple of times, I managed to kick
over both beers before taking a sip
of either one, and I can’t remember what Scott was doing. Halfway through the fourth song, we
completely fell apart and stopped.
Mike started cussing us out, and I
think Brian told him to ‘f*ck off’.
Mike pushed Brain hard and went
storming out the back door. I went
up to the mic, and in my drunken
stupor said ‘Hey Mike-you’re out of
the band...GOODNIGHT EVERYONE!” Thank God our buddies and
girlfriends were there. I remember
running out the backdoor, and loading the gear in less than 3 minutes. I
don’t know how we did it. Mike’s
girlfriend was keeping him from killing us, and our other friend grabbed
us and threw us in the van, and shut
the door behind us. All I remember
was the sound of bottles smashing
against the side of the bar as we tore
ass out of there. Apparently Mike
was in such a rage that any bottle
in his sight didn’t stand a chance.
Brian, Scott, myself and our driver/
roadie friend sped away from the
carnage, as the bouncers began to
flex – they were pissed! The one
thing I do remember was that someone turned on a compilation tape
as we sped away, and I opened up
the cooler and the three of us each
cracked open another beer as we
laughed all the way home.
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UltimateBandGirl’s CD Review
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The album opens up very fierce with strong
guitars and haunting vocals in the track “Sacred Place”. Then in “Up to the Mountain”
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we get a more powerful, uplifting and
moving song that has a rock–n-roll gospel
ring all through it. “I Believe” is a beautiful ballad that also hits heavy and hard, it
is a well crafted gem. “Feel The Rain” is
one of those big songs that you can just feel
coming right at you. I get slight reminders
of a young Chris Cornell in Temple Of the
Dog or Soundgarden. “Speak Your Mind”
is a heavier rock song that makes you want
to get up and dance and sing along. “Be
there” is one of those touching, more emotional songs and is more keyboards based
with much softer guitar tracks than the
previous songs on the album. “Get Down
(to get back up)” picks up the pace in this
southern rock number I can just hear it in
my head in a honky tonk near you. “Love
Keep On Shinin’” has a strong keyboard
opening and is a rock-n-roll love song that
makes me think of summer bar-b-q’s,
luaus and the beach. This song is one of
those numbers that you can really dance
to and have a good time. “Change Your
Heart” is a little heavier of a rock song.
“Feel The Music” has a more mystical and
ethereal quality to it. “Angel” has a slight
80’s feel to it and is a wonderful power ballad. The Album ends with a video version
of “I Believe”. I really enjoyed Paul Shor-

You can find Paul Shortino at www.paulshortino.com, www.myspace.com/paulshortino
or at www.musicworks1.com. Shortino’s music can be purchased on i-Tunes or contact
him directly on his FaceBook page.
I can be reached at www.myspace.com/ultimatebandgirl540 or facebook.com/ultimatebandgirl.

Picture obtained from website.

Hello everyone! UltimateBandGirl here to
review Paul Shortino’s The Cutt, Sacred Place
for you. The album was produced by Paul
Shortino and J.T. Garrett and was distributed
through MusicWorks Entertainment. Shortino was the front-man for bands Rough Cutt
and Quiet Riot. Shortino has had a diverse
string of independent projects over the last
two decades. Shortino’s vocal style is in the
same tradition as Paul Rodgers and Robert
Plant who Shortino say’s are two of his hero’s.
Shortino works developing and producing
artist for MusicWorks Entertainment and its
label Rock Quarry records. Shortino was a
co-founder in 1997 with his close friend and
fellow musician J.T. Garrett. Most recently
Shortino was on “Send In The Clowns” for
Carrot Top with Vinnie Paul, DimeBag Darrell’s Brother on drums. Shortino said the
experience was “Crazy and Rockin!” Howard Leese also appears on the album with
Shortino. Leese was an original member of
Heart and retired a few years ago after he was
bought out. Leese currently tours with Paul
Rodgers frequently and has also been the guitarist for Bad Company from August 2008
until the present.

tino’s The Cutt Sacred Place, it
really has a good vibe to it. The
songs all are diverse in styles yet
flow together very well; powerful
guitar tracks and the vocals are
stunning. I do not say this about very many
albums at all but it flows so well that when the
album ends I go what it’s over already.
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Pictures taken at Mean Street Tattoo
by K Glam Photo Studio
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Roadhorse Interviewed
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by Chuck (with a drinking Kevin Dean in the peanut gallery)

T&D- How did
the band get the name Roadhorse?
Vinnie- I own it according to the
federal government. I had it long
before we had the band. The meaning is a combination of the fact that
I ride motorcycles and that I use to
drive trucks; roadhorse being slang
for a great big truck that drives coast
to coast. They’re big, they’re heavy,
they’re made out of metal, they’re
powerful and loud like rock n’ roll
and metal [music]. They are rolling
metal… that kind of thing.
T&D- Where is Roadhorse from?
Vinnie- All of us are from Springfield, Mass. I met our guitarist Joel
when I was working at a music store.
He had just gotten out of the army
and came in looking for a job. That
was our start.
T&D- How long has Roadhorse
been together?
Vinnie- Since the late eighties.
T&D- Wow, how long have the current members been in Roadhorse?
Vinnie- Joel (guitar) and I (drums
and vocals) have been in it since the
beginning. Mike (bass) is the new
guy. He’s only been here since ’95.
(*Laughs*)
T&D- What is the band like now
compared to back then?
Vinnie- Well, now we are a three
piece. And back then we were a four
www.ToolandDieZie.com

piece with a gifted singer who had
a billion octave vocal range. Back
then we did a lot of long opus type
songs with many tempo changes;
it was very progressive. Our songs
ended up getting a lot more basic
after we stripped down to a power
trio.
We
never found
another
singer, so
between
the three
of us we
agreed that
we could
all sing for
the band.
But it ended up that I
became the
lead singer.
T&D- Do
you get a
lot of compliments for
singing and
playing
drums?
Vinnie- A Lot! I get a lot of people that say, ‘I don’t know how you
can do that?’ I’m not sure how I do
it; I just do it. It really feels good!
I think the important part is that it
makes people remember us. If they
haven’t seen us before, once they get
through the few songs wondering
where the vocals are coming from
and then see it’s me, they remember
the band.
T&D- What was your initial reason
for doing a band back in the eighties?
Vinnie- We always approached
it as an original project. It was never a weekend cover band, not that
there’s anything wrong with that,
but that wasn’t for us. We do throw
covers in our set, but it was always
from the get go an original band
that we want to take all the way to
the top!

T&D- How do you guys approach
writing music?
Vinnie- It has always been a collaborative effort. It’s never been
one person doing all the writing,
although at certain times different

people have brought different stuff
to it. But by the time everyone stirs
the soup, we make it into something
different that we’re all happy
with.
T&D- What would you say are
the similarities of tooling around
with a bike and writing a new
song with your band?
Vinnie- I guess when they’re
both running right; they feel
great… like a surging power!
You know when you are playing; there is a power that runs
through you. It’s kind of like the
same thing when you are riding. When the bike is running
right, and it rides right, it feels
great! The same is true when a
song comes together and when
everything is clicking. Old Harleys are kind of like bands, you
know, kind of temperamental.
Sometimes it runs great, and then

sometimes like with a shitty practice, you are
like ‘why is this thing loading up on me?!’
T&D- If you mistakenly married the most
beautiful, and evil, woman in the world (*back
ground laughs*) and after the honey moon
she said to you, “Vinnie, you have to choose
between keeping your drums OR your bike”,
which would you choose and why?
Vinnie- Why does she have to be the most
beautiful woman in the world?
T&D- …because otherwise you would have
seen through her evil side and wouldn’t have
married her. Blinded by beauty I guess.
Vinnie- Oh ok,
I’ll choose the third alternative. GET OUT
OF MY HOUSE BITCH!
Does that count?! (*all
laugh*)
T&D- Hypothetically,
if you were forced to
choose between the
two.
Vinnie- I’d pick the
drums… because I have
to create. It’s something
you’re doing with other
people. And I couldn’t
–NOT- play. For me,
I represent three generations of family that
tried to make it in music. So yeah, definitely
the drums.
T&D- Thanks Vinnie!
Pictures obtained from Roadhorse.
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Winter is a rough time
of year for me. Always has been, always will be. The bills are piled up
but I got no fuckin’ money. Work is
slow as shit and I don’t make enough
to begin with. Cabin fever sets in.
Man, the Winter Blues are a bitch to
deal with. And if you’re really fucked
up like I am, depression can sink its
teeth into you pretty easily. Sleepless
nights. Over-indulgence. Oh wait,
that’s all the time! All year round!
But hey, life gets hard for all of us,
and when things are looking grim,
one can either stay weak and beaten down or one can find inspiration
and motivation to keep the beast at
bay. Don’t get me wrong, I can wallow with the best of ‘em. I’ve always
been the kinda guy who looks at life
with a negative disposition. Definitely glass half-empty. But when faced
with adversity and despair, you need
to battle through and persevere.
Like many people, I get my inspiration through music. Having survived
a tumultuous adolescence as pretty
much a loner and being on my own
at an early age, my best friend was
music. Some of my earliest recollections are from after a day of being
told that I wasn’t good enough or
what a piece of shit I was, and retreating to my room to be with likeminded souls who knew what I was
going through and made me feel like
I could relate to someone. And it’s a
battle I fight daily, even present day,
whether it’s Ozzy & Sabbath telling
me that everyone will get on top of
me and the pain will eat my pride, to
Brand New Sin letting me know that
the world has indeed forsaken others
and not me alone, to Jamey Jasta &
Hatebreed imploring that I remain
steadfast in the face of adversity, find
a straw to grasp, something to hold
onto. Something that CONNECTS!
In the dark, dreary months of winwww.ToolandDieZie.com

ter, in down times, it’s easy to forget
your inspirations. I forget mine all the
time.
That’s why I infuse myself with daily
doses of Henry Rollins. Were it not
for Rollins, I can honestly say, without a shred of doubt, that I would not
be alive today. When I was homeless
and sleeping in snow banks and under overpasses in the dead of winter,
I walked the streets with his books
in my backpack. It is from there
that I derived the inner strength to
tough it out and get my shit together.
Whether it’s the numerous books,
endless spoken word performances,
or the crushing sounds of the mighty
Rollins Band, that’s where my spark
comes from. I was lucky enough to
have seen all three variations of the
Rollins Band and each was more
amazing than the next. Hank always
surrounded himself with top notch
musicians who could absolutely tear it
up! When you saw the Rollins Band
live, you felt it for days afterward.
I’ve always likened it to the old Maxell
tape commercial where the dude is
sitting in front of the speaker listening
to tunes, and the sound is blowing his
scarf and his drink. Except with the
Rollins Band, it felt like your face was
melting offa your skull! They were
a punishing and pulverizing live act.
But a Rollins performance is always
empowering and inspirational. You
always walk away with something
to think about. It doesn’t look like
Hank’s gonna do any more music, but
he still puts himself out there to remain a positive force
So, what’s keeping me going through
this winter’s battle? Well seeing Metallica two nights in a row at Madison
Square Garden and watching the masters KICK ASS was sick! The Boys still
kill live! Did anyone hear about the
Soundgarden reunion? Shit, Badmotorfinger is only one of the greatest

albums of the nineties. “Holy
Water”?!? That track is bulletproof! I guess Chris Cornell
went back and listened to his
solo records and came to his
senses. Whatever the reason,
I’m just happy that Kim Thayil
has descended from the mountains of the Pacific Northwest
to once again unleash his monstrous riffs upon society at
large. I mean, the other three
members of the band were
pretty much in the public eye,
but what the hell happened to
that guy? I got Rollins coming
up in March, Porcupine Tree in
September, and when all else
fails, I can always sit back with
some fine smoke, enjoy a cold
beverage or ten, and chill to
some Phish jams to re-focus.
So when things get tough, and
you’re feeling shit upon by life,
dig inside and find what gets
you through. “When those
walls close in around, when all
those about you doubt you,
when the world can live without you, get a grip, get a grip
and keep it!”
“WHAT DON’T KILL YA MAKE
YA MORE STRONG!”
Cheers! Peace Out!

Deanzo

Barbecue
Beef Cups
A quick dinner Racheal Ray recipe.

3/4 C Ground Beef
1/2 C Barbecue Sauce
1 Tb Brown Sugar
16.3 can Refrigerated Biscuits
3/4 C Shredded Cheddar Cheese
Preheat the oven to 400º.
In a skillet, brown the beef over medium heat; drain off excess fat.
Remove from the heat and stir in the
barbecue sauce and brown sugar.
Grease a 6-cup jumbo mufﬁn pan
and place a piece of biscuit dough in
each cup, stretching the dough up the
sides.
Divide the beef mixture among the biscuit cups, sprinkle each with cheese.
Bake until golden, 10 to 12 minutes.
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Club Chopper
www.ClubChopper.com
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Club Chopper’s
‘Barefoot Choppa’
‘05 Annihilator

www.ToolandDieZie.com

By Hop

Club Chopper’s ‘Spartacus’,
”July 09 Chopper of the Month
winner”
War Eagle frame, single-sided
swingarm, 250 rear tire
49 Degree total rake
Ultima 113 polished engine with
diamond cut heads
Paint by Julios Custom Air brush
3D ﬂames on rear fender
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Club Chopper’s ‘54-FLE’
1980 Iron Head Harley Bobber/Chopper
1980 Iron Head Sportster in a Cycle One LTD frame
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Chaos Cycle

Club Chopper’s ‘EscaladeSteve’
2006 Special construction built
by Red Devil Cycles
103” Accurate Engineering
Shovel
Baker 6 into 4 kicker
Santee Frame
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